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Effect of electrostatic waves on a rf field penetration into highly
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Abstract

The spatial distribution is examined of the azimuthal plasma current in highly collisional helicon plasma excited byms0
antenna. The sheath of intense plasma current is shown to arise underneath the antenna due to the generation of strongly damped
electrostatic Trivelpiece–Gould waves via mode conversion of the helicon waves. The radial width of the sheath is substantially
smaller than the collisional skin size and drops inversely proportionally to the external magnetic field. The dependence of the
plasma load resistance on density saturates when the plasma countercurrent becomes strong enough to cancel the antenna fields
in the plasma interior. Computed resistance is shown to agree well with measured values under various conditions.� 2002
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The helicon plasma source is a type of magnetic field
enhanced ICP(inductively coupled plasma) which can
produce plasmas of the highest densities as compared
with other high-density plasma sourcesw1,2x. It was
shown to serve as an efficient plasma tool for various
materials processing technologies, including the fabri-
cation of high-quality thin films for electronic, optical
and other applications. Helicon plasmas were success-
fully used for the deposition of amorphous carbonw3x,
silica (SiO ) w4–6x, cubic boron nitridew7,8x, carbon2

nitride w9x, and SiOFw10x films, as well as titaniaysilica
(TiO ySiO ) multilayer films w11x, etc.2 2

The efficiency of plasma production in an inductive
source substantially depends on that how the electro-
magnetic fields generated by the external rf driver
(antenna) penetrate into the plasma. In a conventional
ICP that operates without an external magnetic field,
the a.c. fields penetrate into plasma as damped electro-
magnetic oscillations with the depth determined by the
collisional or anomalous skin size. A skin effect is
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known to arise due to the countercurrent induced in
plasma, which cancels the external magnetic flux from
the antenna. The plasma load resistance for the ICP can
be estimated with a simple transformer model in which
the antenna and the sheath of the plasma countercurrent
are considered, respectively, as the primary and second-
ary windingsw12x. With the external d.c. magnetic field
imposed, the plasma becomes transparent for various
waves, which substantially affect the penetration of the
rf fields. At low collisionality, n <v wheren is thee e

electron collision frequency andv is the driving fre-
quency, the waves penetrate deeply into the plasma and
can form the complex countercurrent patterns. At high
collisionality, n 'v, the waves are normally stronglye

damped, and thus can result in a modified skin effect.
In dense helicon plasmas, waves of two kinds can

propagate. Electromagnetic helicon waves are weakly
damped and deeply penetrate into the plasma even at
high collisionality. On the contrary, quasi-electrostatic
Trivelpiece–Gould(TG) waves, which arise due to the
mode conversion of helicon waves, are strongly damped
w13,14x. In the present paper, we examine the effect of
the TG wave generation on the penetration of electro-
magnetic fields into dense helicon plasmas at high
collisionality.
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Fig. 1. Curvesn sv at various electron temperatures. Ar plasma ande

vy2ps7 MHz.

Fig. 2. Computed dispersion curves for the helicon(H) and Trivel-
piece–Gould(TG) waves at ps51 mtorr, B s100 G, andn sAr 0 0

2=10 cm .12 y3

2. Theoretical model and wave spectra

We consider a 5-cm diameter, long plasma source
excited by anms0 antenna at a frequency of 7 MHz
w15x. The antenna consists of two loops of radiusr sA
3 cm, of axial width and separation equal to 1 cm, and
with parallel or anti-parallel currents. The source oper-
ates at high Ar pressures either in the ICP mode,v -ce
n , or in the helicon mode,v )n wherev is thee ce e ce

electron cyclotron frequency and the electron collision
frequency,n , accounts for both electron–neutral ande

electron–ion collisions. The regions of low and high
collisionality are shown in Fig. 1 on the plasma density–
Ar pressure plane. A theoretical model for the calcula-
tion of the fields excitation and rf power absorption in
the source was described and shown to give a satisfac-
tory agreement with measurements in our recent paper
w16x. In computations, the source is considered as a
plasma column of lengthLs160 cm(zs0 is the column
midplane) and radiusr s2.5 cm; the antenna of real0

geometry is positioned atz sy20 cm. For the presentA

consideration, the radial plasma non-uniformity was
taken into account in the form:

2n(r)sn y(n yn )(ryr ) (1)0 0 edge 0

where n is the center density, and the edge density,0

n , can vary from 0 ton . The model density profile,edge 0

as given by Eq.(1), seems to be relevant for these
experimental conditions. This is confirmed by the pro-
files measured 2 cm from the antenna midplane(see
Fig. 5 in Shinohara and Shamraiw16x), that is within or
at least quite close to the region where the most intense
currents are excited, and thus, a principal power depo-
sition occurs. Computations were performed for specific
conditions of experimentsw17x, at a high Ar pressure of
51 mtorr. Hereafter, the currents in the antenna loops
are supposed to have parallel directions if the contrary
is not mentioned.
An example of the wave spectra for highly collisional

(n yvf6), unbounded plasma is shown in Fig. 2.e

Computations were performed using the biquadratic

dispersion relation in the uniform, cold-plasma approx-
imation w18x. One can see in Fig. 2 the branch of weakly
damped helicon waves(H) and that of strongly damped
TG waves. Their penetration depths across the magnetic
field, 1yImk , are, respectively, lower and higher thanH

the collisional skin depth,d f(cyv )(2n yv) where1y2
c pe e

v is the plasma frequency andc is the speed of light.pe

At k s0, both waves merge into mode which describesNN

the penetration, by the depthd , of an axially uniformc

electromagnetic fieldw19x. Note that strong collisions
substantially modify the dispersion(see Shamrai and
Shinoharaw19x for more details). In particular, the left
ends of dispersion curves in Fig. 2 are near 1yd , andc

thus go down with increasing collision frequency.
Helicon waves in discharge plasmas are excited direct-

ly by the driving antenna and deposit the power through
both collisional damping and the mode conversion into
strongly damped Trivelpiece–Gould(TG) wavesw13x.
The collisional absorption of helicons is distributed over
a broad area of the bulk plasma, whereas the excitation
of the TG waves provides a principal part of absorption,
which is located near the plasma edge and in the regions
of strong density gradient. At high collisions, the power
absorption profiles strongly peak in the edge region
underneath the antennaw19x. We discuss below the
spatial distributions of plasma currents and shielding
effect of these currents on penetrating rf fields.

3. Plasma currents

Consider first the currents induced by the antenna in
uniform plasma. For the ICP mode(B s0), the distri-0

bution of the azimuthal current density is shown in Fig.
3 by contours spaced by 1y10 of the maximum value
of the azimuthal current density, . The radial width) )j maxu

of the current sheath is approximately equal to the skin
size, d , and slowly decreases with density. The axialc

width is practically independent of the density, as it is
determined mainly by the total antenna length and its
radius.
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Fig. 3. Contour plots of the azimuthal current density in uniform ICP
plasma(B s0 G), at p s51 mtorr andn s2=10 cm (top) and12 y3

0 Ar 0

2=10 cm (bottom).13 y3

Fig. 5. Radial depth of the current sheath in uniform plasma vs. mag-
netic field, at various densities.

Fig. 4. Contour plots of the azimuthal current density in uniform hel-
icon plasma, atB s300 G. Other conditions are the same as in Fig.0

3.
Fig. 6. Radial depth of the current sheath normalized by the electron
Larmour radius, for the uniform plasma and various magnetic fields.

In the helicon mode, the plasma current is mainly
associated with theE=B drift of electrons in the wave0

field, j fy(en cyB )E whereE is the radial compo-u 0 0 r r

nent of the ac electric field. Near the plasma boundary,
the radial field of the short TG waves is much stronger
than the helicon field, w13x. There-TG H( ) ( )E f v yn EŽ .r ce e u

fore, a narrow near-edge sheath of the intense current,
which is seen in Fig. 4, is generated by strongly damped
TG waves. Note that peaked distribution ofNj N isu

similar to the distribution of the absorbed powerw19x.
The radial width of the current sheath is substantially
smaller than the collisional skin size as it is determined
by the TG damping length averaged over the spectrum.
The axial width is approximately equal to that for the
ICP mode. In addition to the edge TG current sheath,
one can see in Fig. 4 a weak ‘halo’ resulting from
irradiated helicon waves. It was found to extend from
the antenna with increasing magnetic field, whereas it
shrank with increasing density because the inverse
damping length of the helicon wave scales as Imk AH

w13x. The radial size of halo can be estimated2 3 3n n yB ke 0 0 I

from this formula withk replaced by a mean spectralNc

value of axial wavenumber,A(n yB ) w19x, so that1y2
0 0

it scales as .3y2 1y2B yn n0 e 0

The radial width of the current sheath,d , wasr

computed as the length of e-fold current drop along the
radius in the antenna midplane. It is plotted in Fig. 5 as
a function of magnetic field, for various plasma densi-
ties. At zero magnetic field(ICP mode), the penetration
depth depends very slightly on density below 2=1012

cm because the collisional skin depth,d , is largery3
c

than or of the order of plasma radius. At higher densities,
the penetration depth becomes less thanr and drops0

with increasing density more slowly than as longy1y2n0
as it scales as wheren increases with1y2

d A n ynŽ .c e 0 e

density through the Coulomb collisions. As seen from
Fig. 5, the penetration depth is practically independent
of density atB )100 G and decreases with increasing0

magnetic field, to approximately 1yB . This dependence0

is clear from Fig. 6 whered , normalized by the electronr

Larmour radius,r , is plotted as a function of thee

plasma density, for various magnetic fields. As seen,
d f10r over a broad range of the magnetic fields andr e

plasma densities. Note thatr f0.5 mm atB s100 Ge 0

andT s4 eV. The axial width of the current sheath,d ,e z
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Fig. 7. Contour plots of the azimuthal current density in uniform plas-
ma excited with anti-parallel antenna currents, atB s100 G andn s0 0

1=10 cm .13 y3

Fig. 9. The same as in Fig. 4 but for the nonuniform plasma with
n s0.2n .edge 0

Fig. 8. The same as in Fig. 3 but for the nonuniform plasma with
n s0.2n .edge 0

Fig. 10. Dependences of the radial penetration depth on edge-to-center
density ratio, at fixed center densityn s1=10 cm and various13 y3

0

magnetic fields.

depends mainly on the antenna geometry and was
computed to make 4–6 cm at any parameters.
The radial width of the current sheath can be esti-

mated as the inverse imaginary part of the perpendicular
TG wavenumber, w13x,TG 2 2 y1( ) Ž .Imk fk n v v qnH I e ce e

with k substituted by some characteristic value,k.NN
¯

Inasmuch as the current sheath arises as a plasma
response to the antenna field,k is of order of the inverse¯

characteristic length for the vacuum antenna field drop
in z-direction. If a single-loop antenna is axially thin,

. In our case of axially extended double-loopy1k̄;rA
antenna,k is found to be somewhat less, .y1 y1;d -rz A

¯

Finally, at high collisions under consideration,n 4v,e

one arrives at the following estimation,d yr fd n yr e z e

v sd yl where v and l are the electron thermalTe z e Te e

velocity and mean free path, respectively. This estima-
tion is found to be in a good agreement with computed
data presented in Fig. 6.
The distribution of the current density for the anti-

parallel currents in the antenna loops is shown in Fig.
7. It consists of two rings with opposite currents and is
strongly localized under the antenna at various parame-
ters. The ‘halo’ is suppressed in this case as a result of
reduced radiation of the helicon waves.

4. Effect of the plasma non-uniformity

The plasma non-uniformity results in decrease of the
current density magnitude and in extension of the current
sheath from the plasma boundary as well as in substan-
tial extension from the antenna of the helicon ‘halo’. At
some critical ratio ofn yn , which decreases withedge 0

increase of the central density and magnetic field, the
current peak shifts from the edge into the bulk plasma.
For the ICP mode, this effect is shown in Fig. 8
computed for the non-uniform plasma with radial profile
given by Eq.(1), and for the same central density as
seen in Fig. 3, but forn s0.2n . In the helicon mode,edge 0

the amplitudes of the TG waves arising due to the edge
mode conversion are so high as to keep the current peak
at the plasma boundary, even at low edge density, as
seen in Fig. 9. The helicon current ‘halo’ in non-uniform
plasma extends from the antenna due to enhanced
helicon radiation, as far as damping of helicons decreas-
es with density. At very low edge densities, the edge
mode conversion strongly decreases whereas the bulk
mode conversion increases, and the current peak is
found inside the plasma.
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Fig. 11. Computed plasma resistance and measured antenna load resis-
tance, and the absolute value of the magnetic field on the axis in the
antenna midplane, for the ICP(top) and helicon plasma at 100 G
(bottom), at n s0.5n .edge 0

Fig. 12. The same as in Fig. 11, but forB s500 G andn s0 edge

0.2n (top) andB s300 G andn sn with anti-parallel excitation0 0 edge 0

(bottom).

The variation of the radial width of current sheath,
d , with the edge density is shown in Fig. 10, for bothr

ICP and helicon modes. One can see that the penetration
depth increases with decreasing edge density, and the
rate of increase grows with magnetic field at low edge
densities. In the ICP mode, the increase of the penetra-
tion depth originates in the decrease of plasma density,
and thus, in the decrease of shielding effect of the
plasma current, as the latter is proportional to the density.
In helicon mode, there is another primary reason for the
rapid increase of the penetration depth with decreasing
edge density: the generation of TG waves via bulk mode
conversion. With the increase in density gradient, the
intensity of the bulk mode conversion increases and the
region of the TG wave generation spreads from the
plasma edge into the bulk plasma.

5. Plasma load resistance

The load impedance of the driving antenna is the sum
of the impedance introduced by the radiation of damping
waves into plasma(plasma impedance) and that deter-
mined by losses in the rf circuit and metal environment.
Computed plasma resistance for the ICP mode is shown
as a function of the central plasma density at the top of
Fig. 11. One can see that the resistance increases,
saturates at some characteristic value of density, and
then slowly drops. The saturation occurs when the
plasma countercurrent becomes strong enough to sub-

stantially reduce the fields in the plasma interior. Fig.
11 also shows plots of the amplitude of the axial
magnetic field on the axis in the antenna midplane,

, computed with 1 A current in each ofŽ .B rs0, zsz) )z A

the antenna loops. As can be seen, at the saturation
point, the magnetic field drops approximately twice as
compared with the vacuum(without plasma) value. At
this point d fr y2. Measured antenna load resistancec 0

(open circles) agrees well with computation. The density
jump shown by the arrow at the experimental curve
occurs from the low-density mode to the high density
in the vicinity of the resistance maximum.
The plasma resistance computed for the helicon mode

at 100 G is shown at the bottom of Fig. 11. Its magnitude
is of the same order as it is in the ICP case, but the
saturation occurs at a higher characteristic density. This
can be understood by considering a substantial reduction
of the area of plasma countercurrent sheath, as is clear
from Fig. 4. As seen from the bottom of Fig. 11, the
magnetic field on axis also reduces with density, but
more slowly as compared with the ICP case. The
measured resistance fits well to the computed curve.
The measured density jump occurs at a lower density
than that at which the resistance reaches a maximum
value.
Fig. 12 shows the measured and computed resistances

for the high magnetic field of 500 G(top) and for the
case of anti-parallel antenna currents(bottom). As seen,
the agreement of theory with measurements is pretty
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good in both cases. The resistance curves saturate at
extremely high values of density, as long as the areas
of plasma countercurrent sheaths are very small in both
cases. Under these conditions, the jumps occur at den-
sities which are much smaller than the maximum value,
and the fields on the axis change only slightly over the
entire region of density in Fig. 12.

6. Conclusions

The TG waves generated via the mode conversion of
helicon waves in highly collisional helicon plasma are
shown to induce a strong plasma current localized near
the plasma edge underneath the antenna(countercur-
rent). The radial size of the current area is smaller than
the collisional skin size, in a degree inversely propor-
tional to the magnetic field, and depends very slightly
on the plasma density. The axial size of the current area
depends on the antenna geometry only. The currents
associated with the helicon waves extend far from
antenna but are very weak. The plasma load resistance
grows with density and saturates when the countercur-
rent is strong enough to cancel the antenna magnetic
flux in the bulk plasma. The saturation level is weakly
sensitive to whereas the saturation density increases with
the magnetic field. Thus, in highly collisional helicon
plasma the skin effect arises due to strongly damped
electrostatic TG waves rather than due to evanescent
electromagnetic fields as is the case in ICP plasmas and
in magnetized plasmas excited by axially uniform rf
field. A good agreement of measured and computed
plasma load resistances corroborates the reasonability of
these arguments.
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